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Music at Round Hill 

Children learn music in all years 

throughout the school. In Key 
Stage 2, they get the opportunity 
to learn the ukulele with their 

class.  

Once children get to Year 4, they 

are also able to learn an 

instrument of their choice.  

Due to Covid a lot of the musical 

experiences, such as a choir and 

orchestra, were paused. 
Orchestra re-started in 2022 and 

choir resumed last September.  

Once the children have been 

learning their instrument for a 

year, they are able to join the 
school orchestra.  



Instruments 

Woodwind 

(Inspire) 

Brass 

(Inspire) 

Strings 

(Inspire) 

Keyboard 

(Inspire) 

Guitar 

(Independent 
Teacher) 

Piano 

(Independent 
Teacher) 

Drums 

(Independent 
Teacher) 



How it Works 

• Children have their lessons during the normal school day. This 
means they will miss some of their lesson in class in either the 
morning or afternoon. Music lessons are normally at the same 
time each week, so the same school lesson is missed each week. 

• Children and their teachers are told the time and place of their 
lesson at the start of the year. They will be expected to be on 
time to their lesson, and have brought their instrument to school 
that day.  

• If hiring an instrument, children can take their instruments home 
between lessons in order to practice.  

• We ask for a commitment to the whole academic year, as we 
have a contract with Inspire.  

• For the majority of instruments, children can have a 20 minute 
shared lesson with another pupil or a 20 minute individual lesson. 



Costs: 

Inspire Music: 

• For music lessons via Inspire Music, the current cost for the 2022-23 school year is £69.92 per 
term. This is for a 20 minute shared lesson with another pupil. The cost of an individual lesson 
for 20 minutes is £139.84. There are a minimum of 10 lessons per term.  There may be a slight 
increase in this termly cost for the 2023-24 school year and we are waiting for Inspire to 
confirm this. 

• If you hire a musical instrument from Inspire there is an additional £15.00 to pay each term.  

• Invoices are sent out from school at the end of each half term which must be paid promptly to 
cover the cost for the whole term.  These are payable via your sQuid account.  For example, an 
invoice will be sent out just before the October half term which will cover lessons for the whole 
of the Autumn Term (September to December). 

• Lessons and instrument hire are free for children who are eligible for free school meals. 

 

Independent Music Teachers: 

• Each of our Independent Music Teachers (guitar, piano and drums) will be able to confirm their 
costs directly with you.  All payments are made directly to the music teacher. 

 



Video from the brass teacher: 



Now we have some wonderful children to show 
what they have learnt from their music tuition: 

• Isabella and Gala playing clarinet 
• Elea, Hannah and Edie playing saxophone 

• Lily playing guitar 
• Isabel playing piano  
• Isla playing keyboard 
• Pneuma playing drums  
• Arthur playing cello 
• Hannah playing flute 



What to 
do next:  

There are lots of the music teachers 
here today to speak to. Please feel free 
to have a wander around the hall and 
ask any questions you may have.  

 

An email from school will follow in the 
next few days with a link to a Form to 
complete if you would like to register 
your child for music lessons starting in 
September 2023.   

 

*Please note this event will finish at 
4:30.  

 

 


